What time is it?

- 12:00 - It's twelve o'clock
- 12:15 - It's a quarter to one
- 12:30 - It's half past one
- 12:45 - It's quarter past two
- 1:00 - It's one o'clock
- 1:15 - It's quarter past one
- 1:30 - It's half past one
- 1:45 - It's quarter past two
- 2:00 - It's two o'clock
- 2:15 - It's quarter past two
- 2:30 - It's half past two
- 2:45 - It's quarter past three
- 3:00 - It's three o'clock
- 3:15 - It's quarter past three
- 3:30 - It's half past three
- 3:45 - It's quarter past four

Examples:
- 1:20 - It's twenty to two
- 1:40 - It's forty to two
- 2:25 - It's twenty-five to two

- 12:20 - It's twelve twenty
- 13:05 - It's one thirty-five
- 13:40 - It's one forty
- 14:00 - It's two o'clock
- 14:45 - It's quarter past three

Clock face:
- 0 clock
- 10
- 11
- 12
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9

Telling time:
- Half past
- Twenty to
- Twenty five to
- A quarter to
- Ten to
- Five to